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Importance

Culture and technology have been in a 
constant influential circle from the beginning 
of the development of civilizations. Cultural 
aspects directly drive technological 
advancements, from the discovery of stone 
tools to handheld cellular devices. Yet how can 
this important relationship be spread to the 
next generation?



Elevator Speech
I am trying to learn about how to bring interest to younger generations 
regarding culture and technological advancement. E.g. I am studying the 
effects of an isolated location on cultural development. E.g. I am working 
on how a hands on approach will attract the attention of younger students.

I am trying to learn about the agricultural values of the Inca, as well as the 
societal pyramid.  I am studying the endemic farming approach utilized 
along the Andes Mountains when facing a population of around 300 
people.

I am trying to highlight the specific relationship between the evolution of 
culture and technology because I want to find out how this exchange led to 
a prospering empire.



Research to Contextualize Project



English & History Pathway



Essential Questions

How is it that the conquest of Peru can be set side by side to modern forms of genocide? 
(Similarities) 

Does the affected ethnic group rebuild from what was left behind? 

Is the United Nations reaching out to schools worldwide to spread awareness and importance 
of treating each individual they’d like to be treated? 

Are there scenarios that the U.N. has failed to act fast enough, and what have they done to 
improve?

What actions is the U.N. taking to pressure countries into changing their old ways to more 
modern views on equal rights? 

Are there any early forms of education in elementary to junior high school?



Conceptual Diagram
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3D Model: Citadel of Machu Picchu

1. Cutting sections of cardboard 
2. Placing layer upon layer to give the impression of a landscape
3. Weight was needed to ensure each piece wouldn’t be uneven 

after glue was applied
4. Model painted as a whole; small pieces painted individually
5. Dark & Light green plastic cut into shavings to appear as flora
6. Labels added 



Limitations & Findings

→ Finding a surplus of cardboard (success), went to nearby Dollar General.

→ Positioning layers as desired (success), although it was meticulous and time consuming.

→ Gluing layers, needed pressure placed on each section.

→ Time-Lapse of the  process (Failed), a total of 7.5 hours were needed to produce 15 mins.



Initial Topic Transition

→ I plan to alter the model by including a deep analysis of how a social hierarchy was kept in check when 
separated from the main body of the empire. The labels will be typed rather than hand written, and provide 
personal inference. 

→ As a whole humanity desires to understand how and why the world works the way it does. Through this, 
belief systems are formed to provide some form of reasoning and content as to our small purpose in the 
unknown. This makes up a small piece of a unique aspect that relates to a people's culture.  With the desire 
to place more faith and belief into a form of ideology, technology is required. Through the evolution of a 
societies architecture, agriculture, and technology a loop of influential change is formed. Technology relies on 
culture just as equally as culture relies on technology.



Background Information

The Spanish conquest of Peru was one of the most 
important campaigns in the Spanish colonization of the 
Americas, it lasted from 1532-1572. The Inca, located 
along the Andes Mountains, eventually were conquered 
by the Spanish. The Spanish had substantial advantages 
over the Inca Empire, although the Spanish had the ability 
to overpower the Inca without ultimately destroying the 
millions of citizens, around 65-90% eventually died due to 
the Pizarros attacks utilizing Spanish technology, such as 
the arquebus rifle, and bio-warfare. 



The Sparks of Warfare

Throughout human history resources have been the spark 
to years of war. The desire and greed for fertile land, hunting 
grounds, and wealth has been the main cause for conflict. The 
modern world is built upon centuries of unjust action and horror 
that has led to the erosion and decay of thousands of vibrant and 
unique cultures around the globe. My project highlights one of 
these lost hot spots for a distinct way of life, as well as how it was 
capable of withstanding surrounding empires and technological 
barriers. My project contributes to the importance of preserving 
cultures by representing the loss of one from an old world.



Shift Towards The Spread of Youth 
Inclusion

My main purpose behind my project is to put 
a harsh reality into an interpretation that could be 
presented to a child or teen that had not been 
exposed to the importance of preserving a 
culture, no matter how different  or complex. By 
attempting to provide a group of individuals with 
some form of perspective from the side that 
ended in disaster I hoped to invoke some form of 
sympathy and sense of loss potential. As I 
previously stated humanity refuses to be beaten 
down by one another, we continue to stand and 
develop even when faced with dire difficulty.



Visual Process #1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1NEjja3NYV4O_F6MYh1eaxCtLIu3bTakO/preview


Justification

There is a common idea that for a person to succeed in life they must 
learn from the past, the mistakes and failures that led them to the present all 
represent a foundation to build upon for the future.This topic of the dangers of 
greed and abuse in order to accomplish some form of goal, such as the gain of 
wealth, has stayed prevalent from  history to the modern  world. Unlike the 
1600s there are technologies available to the public that allow for instant 
communication, in the form of person to person or worldwide news reports. I 
believe that during a time where young children have access to the internet is a 
double edged sword. That there are dangers to not limiting or censoring a child's 
imagination as they expand farther and deeper into the web. Granted, a majority 
of children will stick within the realm of  youtube and other visual presentations 
rather than news articles and current events, yet I believe an early introduction to 
the world outside of their neighborhood to be important.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1y_q-Zdkke_i7rA23DoMc0yOvK37mDckt/preview


Ideology 

I understand that as a young child the world 
that is viewed tends to be more vibrant and new as 
discovery is around every corner. As I was raised I’ve 
realized I was reading many picture books that 
provided situations where problems were solved in 
their most basic form. That through a positive 
outlook  almost all issues with another person could 
be resolved by staying calm and collected. It was 
from these early colorful pages I grasped a very 
important skill to put myself in the shoes of others, 
to try my hardest to experience how their situation 
could affect me. 



Final Purpose

I hoped to create a visual representation of 
the beauty and unique lives of the Inca Empire by 
focusing on Machu Picchu, a significant site 
believed to be used for religious practices. Then I 
wished to compare how this niche of diversity was 
snuffed out due to the human condition of  trailing  
power. I would next juxtapose the past to the 
present as hundreds of people suffer yearly, and 
bring awareness to how we must do more than 
what we currently are.



Results & Analysis

Through this process I learned the importance of 
placing yourself in the perspective of another 
individual when faced with a conflict. Being able to talk 
yourself through a confrontation shows that you are a 
member of a new generation looking to work through 
problems diplomatically rather through fighting or war. 
This characteristic could be seen as a weakness, 
except when you realize the outcomes of the two 
paths, one gains oneself face, while the other creates 
a mutual understanding and room to mature.



Conclusion

My big takeaway from my years working 
towards a final product of my Capstone project 
has allowed myself to realize the hard work 
and small actions taken by my parents to open 
my mind to the importance of finding solutions 
to problems through the best possible options, 
tending to lean toward non-physical techniques 
like summarizing what one has gone through 
to get to the where they are today.


